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This annotated bibliography covers the periodical literature in the history of neuroscience
(broadly conceived) from 1 January 2004 to 1 January 2007. The listings are derived by
combining the six biennial bibliographies published in the Journal of the History of the
Neurosciences during that three year period. Those bibliographies, for obvious reasons,
did not include papers published in the Journal itself. These have now been added.
The periodical literature in the neurosciences is huge. Braun, Gläzel and Schubert (2001)
estimate that from 20 000 to 30 000 papers are published in neuroscience journals each
year. The Journal of the History of the Neurosciences, moreover, uses a very wide
definition of Neuroscience. It includes neuroanatomy, neurochemistry, neurolinguistics,
neurophysiology, neuropsychiatry, neurology, and neurosurgery. In addition the history
of the sensory and behavioural sciences and neurophilosophy are also covered. In
constructing this bibliography it has thus been necessary to scan a very wide spectrum of
journals. I am aware that these have been mostly English-language journals and for this
reason relevant contributions in other languages may have been missed. In addition to
those dealing with the history of science and neuroscience sensu stricto, papers falling
within the ambit of neurohistory are sometimes published in the history journals, for
instance, Victorian Studies, Renaissance Studies and at the other end of the spectrum in
science journals such as Nature and Science. The mainstream journals in
neurophysiology, physiology, neurology and neurosurgery also, though in most cases
infrequently, publish papers of neurohistorical interest. In constructing these
bibliographies I have made use of libraries in London (the British Library, the Wellcome
Library, the Library of the Royal Society of Medicine) and in the English Midlands
(especially the libraries of the Universities of Aston and Birmingham). The internet has,
of course, also been an invaluable resource, especially the lists provided by PubMed.
However, I am only too well aware that I may have overlooked significant publications
and for this I can only apologise.
In concluding I have to thank fellow editors at the Journal of the History of the
Neurosciences, especially Professor Sam Greenblatt, Dr Peter Koehler and Professor Ted
Sourkes, for their help and encouragement. I hope that the 350 or so papers listed in this
bibliography will go some way to showing that neurohistory is a vibrant and growing
speciality and at the same time provide a basis for its further development.
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Key: # of particular interest; * of outstanding interest
Antiquity ( -500CE)
Acar F, Naderi S, Guvencer M, et al (2005): Herophilus of Chalcedon: A Pioneer in
Neuroscience. Neurosurgery 56: 861-867. A nice summary of the available literature on this
important but opaque figure in the history of anatomy

Carod-Artal FJ and Vazquez-Cabrera CB (2006): Myelomeningocele in a Peruvian
mummy from the Moche period. Neurology 66: 1775. A short illustrated account of a 1700
year old mummy of a child with a myelomeningocoele from the Moche period (100-700 AD) of Peruvian
antiquity

Dan B (2005): Titus’ Tinnitus. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 210-13. A brief account of ancient ideas
about and treatment of tinnitus, paying particular attention to the account in the Babylonian Talmud
Debru A (2006): The power of the torpedo fish as a pathological model for the
understanding of nervous transmission in antiquity. C.R.Biol. 329: 298-302. A discussion
of the work of the Hippocratic writers, Plato, Aristotle, the Alexandrians and Galen on Torpedo

Dimopoulos VG, Machinis TG, Fountas KN, Robinson, JS (2005): Head injury
management algorithm as described in Hippocrates’ ‘peri ton en cephalic traumaton’.
Neurosurg. 57: 1303-5. A systematisation of Hippocrates’ methodology for treating head injury in the
form of a modern-era algorithm

Ioannis G, Panourias MD, Panayiotis K, Skiadas MD, Damianos E., Sakas MD, Spyros
G, Panourias IG, Marketos, SG (2005): Hippocrates: a pioneer in the treatment of head
injuries. Neurosurg. 57: 181-9. Hippocrates’ treatise ‘On the Wounds in the Head’ is the first
written work dealing exclusively with cranial trauma and shows that he pioneered the treatment of head
injuries

Lindekleiv H (2005): Neurosurgery in Antique Medicine. Tidsskr Nor Laegeforen 125:
3494-6. A review of neurosurgery in ancient medicine with emphasis on Hippocrates and Celsus’ De
Medicina, both discussed in the light of surgical instruments excavated at Pompeii (in Norwegian)

#Ture H, Ture U, Gogus FY et al. (2005): The Art of Alleviating Pain in Greek
Mythology. Neurosurgery 56: 178-86. A summary of concepts of pain and its treatment in Greek
mythology

Weinberg A (2006): A Case of Cranial Surgery in the Talmud. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 102110. Invasive surgery for a painful skin ailment known as ra’aton provides a rare account of invasive
cranial surgery dating back nearly 2000 years and this paper reviews the procedures and background
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Medieval (500-1450 CE)
* Aciduman A, Belen D, Simsek S (2006): Management of Spinal Disorders and Trauma
in Avicenna’s Canon of Medicine. Neurosurgery 59: 397-403. The Canon was published in

the 11th century and provided detailed accounts of spinal disorders and strategies for their management. It
was used extensively in both the Islamic and Christian worlds from the 11th to the 17th century and this
paper provides a well-illustrated review, commentary and comparison with the related Hippocratic text.

Baloyannis SJ (2006): Neurology in the hospitals of Constantinople during the Byzantine
era. European J.Neurol. 13, Suppl. 2: 309-10 (Abstract only)
#DiMaio S, Discepola F, Del Maestro RF (2006): Il Fasciculo di Medicina of 1493:
Medical culture through the eyes of the artist. Neurosurgery 58:187-196. The Latin edition
of 1491 is considered to be "the first illustrated medical book and this article outlines the scientific and
social environment into which the Latin edition was introduced and the transition which occurred with the
publication of the 1493 Italian edition.

Economou NT, Lascaratos J (2005): The Byzantine Physicians on Epilepsy.
J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 346-52. A discussion of the understanding and treatment of epilepsy throughout

the Byzantine era (4th to 16th centuries) with emphasis on the earlier period. It is shown that it was regarded
as an organic disease and explained by Hippocratic humoral theory.

Holmøy T (2006): A Norse contribution to the History of Neurological Disease.
European Neurology 56: 57-8. The saga of Bishop Thorlak describes a woman who suffered from

what may have been multiple sclerosis in 11th century Iceland and (it is suggested) this lends weight to the
‘Viking gene’ hypothesis for the origin and dissemination of the disease

#Knoeff, R (2004): The Reins of the Soul: The Centrality of the Intercostal Nerves to the
Neurology of Thomas Willis and to Samuel Parker’s Theology. J.Hist. Med. & Allied
Sci. 59: 413-440. Willis believed that the intercostal nerves provided the means by which the brain
controlled the passions and instincts of the ‘lower body’. This theory was used by the 17th century
theologian, Samuel Parker, to reconcile the new neurology with Anglicanism

Landtblom A-M (2004): Did St Brigitta suffer from Epilepsy? Seizure 13: 161-7. The
Swedish St Brigitta of Vadstena (1302-1373 CE) was subject to intense religious enthusiasms and this
article discusses, with reference to her putative skull, whether these might have been due to partial epileptic
fits
Lascaratos JG, Panourias IG, Sakas DE (2004): Hydrocephalus according to Byzantine
writers. Neurosurgery 55:214-221. This is authoritative. The senior author (deceased) was a
physician/historian.
*Martin-Araguz A, Bustamante-Martinez C. (2004): The Examination of Men’s Wits by
Juan Huarte de San Juan, and the Dawn of the Neurobiology of Intelligence in the
Spanish Renaissance. Rev. Neurol. 38: 1176-85. Juan Huarte de San Juan (1529-1588)
published The Examination of Men’s Wits in 1575. It is argued that in its naturalistic approach this highly
influential publication marks the beginning of physiological psychology

#Souayah N and Greenstein JI (2005): Insights into neurologic localisation by Rhazes, a
medieval Islamic physician. Neurology 65: 125-8. Rhazes was born near Teheran in 864 AD,
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wrote over 200 medical and scientific works, and pioneered applied neuroanatomy combining a knowledge
of cranial and spinal nerve anatomy with an insightful use of clinical information to localise lesions in the
nervous system (further information at www.neurol.org 12 July)

Renaissance (1450-1700 CE)
#Knoeff, R (2004): The Reins of the Soul: The Centrality of the Intercostal Nerves to the
Neurology of Thomas Willis and to Samuel Parker’s Theology. J.Hist. Med. & Allied
Sci. 59: 413-440 Willis believed that the intercostal nerves provided the means by which the brain
controlled the passions and instincts of the ‘lower body’. This theory was used by the 17th century
theologian, Samuel Parker, to reconcile the new neurology with Anglicanism

Kruger L (2004): An Early Illustrated Comparative Anatomy of the Brain: Samuel
Collins’ A Systeme of Anatomy (1685) and the Emergence of Comparative Neurology in
17th Century England. J.Hist.Neurosci. 13: 195-217. A well illustrated account of Collins (16181710) pioneering two-volume work on comparative anatomy in which the comparative anatomy of the
brain receives extensive treatment.

Langley EF (2006): Anatomising the early-modern eye: a literary case study.
Renaissance Studies 20: 340-55. A survey of the eye in English literature of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries showing how early anatomists influenced the literary imagination

Larner AJ (2006): A Possible Account of Synaesthesia Dating from the Seventeenth
Century. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 245-49. Seventeenth century accounts of a blind man able to detect
colours by touch is discussed

Lega BC (2006): An Essay Concerning Human Understanding: How the Cerebri
Anatome of Thomas Willis Influenced John Locke. Neurosurgery 58: 567-576. This essay
explores how some of Willis's anatomic discoveries might have influenced the ideas Locke expressed in his
Essay Concerning Human Understanding

*Martin-Araguz A, Bustamante-Martinez C. (2004): The Examination of Men’s Wits by
Juan Huarte de San Juan, and the Dawn of the Neurobiology of Intelligence in the
Spanish Renaissance. Rev. Neurol. 38: 1176-85. Juan Huarte de San Juan (1529-1588)
published The Examination of Men’s Wits in 1575. It is argued that in its naturalistic approach this highly
influential publication marks the beginning of physiological psychology

#Molnar Z (2004): Thomas Willis (1621-75), the founder of clinical neuroscience.
Nat.Rev.Neurosci. 5: 329-35 A well-referenced and well-illustrated account of Willis’ life, thought
and legacy

Pearce JMS (2004): Migraine treated by Shakespeare’s son-in-law, Dr John Hall. J
Neurol. Neurosurg. Psychiatry 75: 987. A very short case-history of a migraine treated by
Shakespeare’s son-in-law, Dr John Hall (c.1575-1635) an eminent Stratford physician and herbalist

Salcman M (2006): The Cure of Folly or The Operation for the Stone by Hieronymous
Bosch (c.1450-1516). Neurosurgery 59: 935-7. An assessment of the meaning of Bosch’s
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famous painting, The Cure of Folly, showing the removal of the ‘stone’ of madness. It is concluded that
the painting may have some basis in reality.

Salcman M (2006): The Creation of Adam by Michelangelo Buonarotti (1457-1564).
Neurosurgery 59: N11-N12. An analysis of the famous fresco and an assessment of Meshberger’s
conjecture that the draperies of God and His attendants outline an early depiction of the human brain

Schäfer D (2005): No Old Man Ever Forgot Where He Buried His Treasure: Concepts of
Cognitive Impairment in Old Age Circa 1700. J.Am.Ger.Soc., 53: 2023-2027.. A discussion
of the history of cognitive impairment in old age showing how it began to receive a physical interpretation
during the 17th century

Schutta HS, Howe HM (2006): Seventeenth Century Concepts of “Apoplexy” as
Reflected in Bonet’s “Sepulchretum”. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 250-268. Theophile Bonet’s
(1679) Sepulchretum contains over 70 case reports of patients who died of ‘apoplexy’ (stroke) and this
paper reviews these reports and examines the nosology and treatments available at the time

Tubbs RS, Salter EG (2006): Vidius Vidius (Guido Guidi): 1509-1596. Neurosurgery
59: 201-3. An account of what is known of this somewhat obscure figure after whom the Vidian nerve,
artery and canal are named and whose anatomic treatise Vidi Vidii: Florentini de anatome corporis human
libri VII was published posthumously in 1626

Ulucam E, Mesut R, Gokce N (2005): Neuroanatomy in Tesrih-i Ebdan: a study on a
book which is written in Ottoman era. Neuroanatomy 4: 31-4. A review of the neuroanatomical
topics in the first book of Turkish anatomy handwritten and illustrated between the years 1623 and 1632

Uston C (2005): NEUROwords: Dr Thomas Willis’ Famous Eponym: The Circle of
Willis. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 16-21. A brief well-illustrated account of the first complete description
and illustration of Willis’ famous circle

Van Gijn J (2005): René Descartes (1596-1650). J.Neurol., 252: 241-2. A very brief account
of Descartes’ life and physiological ideas

Viale GL (2005): Gunshot wounds to the head in the 16th century. Neurosurg. 57: 13061315. The development of firearms in the sixteenth century led to a multitude of head injuries
which taxed the skill of physician-surgeons and led to new types of surgical practice

* Zanchin G, De Caro R (2006): the nervous system in colours: the tabulae pictae of
G.F.d’Acquapendente (c.1533-1619). J. Headache Pain 7: 360-6. The third volume of
Acquapendente’s anatomical paintings contains his only known pictures of neuroanatomy and a thorough
study of these 21 plates is pivotal to an understanding of his contribution to neuroscience

Eighteenth century
Bazner H., Hennerici M (2004): Georg Friedrich Handel’s strokes. Cerebrovasc Dis 17:
326-31. It is argued that far from being due to cataract, Handel’s visual impairment was due to
cerebrovascular disease. A differential diagnosis is offered.
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Bertucci P (2006): Revealing sparks: John Wesley and the religious utitlity of electrical
healing. Brit.J.Hist.Sci. 393: 341-62. An analysis of Wesley’s role in the medical application of
electricity and an assessment of its use in his philanthropic endeavours to help the sick and the poor and to
promote the spread of Methodism

Breitenfeld T, Solter VV, Breitenfeld I, Zavoreo I, Kes VB, Supanc V, Jergovic K,
Demarin V (2006): Mozart’s neurological disorders – A study on the 250th anniversary of
his death. Europ.J.Neurol. 13: Suppl.2: 309. (Abstract only)
#Cherici C (2006): Vincenzo Malacarne (1744-1816): a researcher in neurophysiology
between anatomophysiology and electrical physiology of the human brain. C.R.Biol.
329: 319-329. Malacarne is considered to have been the first to accurately describe the anatomy of the
cerebellum. He also attempted to develop an anatomopsychic parallelism based on the number of lamellae
in the cerebellum and endeavoured to use Galvani’s recent discoveries to make sense of brain activity.

Doherty MJ (2005): Captain Cook on Poison Fish. Neurology 65: 1788-91. A nicely
illustrated account of the effects of ingesting the flesh of two species of poison fish (probably Sparus
pagrus and Tetraodon sp.) by members of the crew during Cook’s second voyage (1772-5) to the Pacific

Finger S (2006): Benjamin Franklin, electricity and the palsies. On the 300th anniversary
of his birth. Neurology 66: 1559-63. A nicely illustrated account of Franklin’s attempts to cure
movement disorders by the application of electricity

Frixione E (2006): Albrecht von Haller (1708-1777). J.Neurol 253: 265-6. A concise
account of Haller’s many-sided life and work stressing his work on ‘irritability’ and its consequences
Gardner-Thorpe C & Pearn J (2006): Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802): Neurologist.
Neurology 66: 1913-6. Erasmus Darwin wrote about the evolutionary development of the nervous
system and about neuroembryology and psychiatric illness, conducted experiments in electrotherapy and
neuro-ophthalmology and discussed colour vision, after-images, the blind spot and visual memory

Hildeband R (2005): Soemmering’s work on the nervous system: a view on brain
structure and function from the late eighteenth century. Acta embryol. (Berl) 210: 33842. Samuel Thomas Soemmerring (1755-1830) was an encyclopaedist anatomist and neuroanatomist who
in his treatise Uber das Organ der Seele (1796) stirred great controversy with an attempt to localise the
functions of the soul in the CS fluid

Ishizuka H (2006): The elasticity of the animal fibre: Movement and life in
Enlightenment medicine. Hist. Sci. 44: 435-68. A re-assessment of the importance of the idea of
the elasticity of animal fibres as a mediator between mechanism and vitalism and thus of the shift from a
mechanistic to a vitalistic neurophysiology during the 18th century

Pearce JMS.(2004): Cotugno and cerebrospinal fluid. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 75:
1299A precis of the life and work of Domenico Felice AntonioContugno (1736-1822) who provided the
first reliable account of ventricular and sub-arachnoid fluid and also gave one of the first accounts of the
anatomy and physiology of the inner ear

*Piccolino M (2006): Luigi Galvani’s path to animal electricity. C.R.Biol. 329: 303-318.
Through a study of Galvani’s work, using published and unpublished material, and by situating his work in
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the context of the Enlightenment, Piccolino traces the complex and elusive path to his momentous
discoveries

Reynolds EH (2005): Vis attractive and vis nervosa. J.Neurol. Neurosurg. Psychiatry 76:
1711-12. A brief account of how the concept of vis nervosa was developed by Juri Prochaska (17491820) from Isaac Newton’s gravitational ‘vis attractiva’ and it’s subsequent employment by Haller,
Laycock and Bentley Todd

Saad M (2006): La mélancholie entre le cerveau et les circonstances: Cabanis et la
nouvelle science de l’homme. Gesnerus 63: 113-120. A discussion of Cabanis’ (1757-1808)
Rapports du physique et du moral de l’homme in which he relates eighteenth century ‘melancholy’ to the
anatomy of the brain and other organs (in French)

Storey GO (2006): John Wesley (1708-91). J.Med.Biogr. 14: 218-22. A biography of the
founder of Methodism, physician, philanthropist and pioneer electrotherapist

Wade NJ (2005): Medical Societies and Insanity in Late-Eighteenth-Century London:
The fight Between Andrew Marshall and John Hunter. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 11-15. An
account of the heated debate between Marshall (1742-1813) and John Hunter (1728-1793) on the
association between mania and brain structure

Wade NJ (2005): Vision and the dimensions of Nerve Fibers. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 28194. It is shown that the diameters of nerve fibres were not discovered by microscopical investigation but
by experiments on the limits of visual discrimination during the seventeenth and particularly the eighteenth
centuries

Nineteenth century
Barbara JG (2006): Louis Antoine Ranvier (1835-1922). J.Neurol. 253: 399-400. A brief
account of the life and work of the discoverer of the eponymous nodes in myelinated fibres

Baumann C (2005): Henry Head in Ewald Hering’s Laboratory in Prague 1884-1886: An
Early Study on the Nervous Control of Breathing. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 322-33. Head spent
two years in Hering’s Prague laboratory (1884-86) where he worked on the nervous control of respiration,
discovered his ‘paradoxical reflex’ and was ever after grateful to Hering for imparting ‘the psychological
attitude… (essential) in interpreting his observations’

Binder DK (2004): A history of Todd and his paralysis. Neurosurgery 54:480-487. A
discussion of Robert Bentley Todd (1809-60) and some of his contributions to medicine, especially to
epileptic hemiplegia, afterwards known as ‘Todd’s paralysis’: good coverage of mostly old ground.

Binder DK, Clusman H, Schaller C (2006): Friedrich-Christian Rosenthal: surgeon and
anatomist. Neurosurgery 59: 1328-33. A well-illustrated account of the life and achievements of
Rosenthal (1780-1829) who described the basilar (cerebral) vein and spiral canal of the cochlea to both of
which his name is nowadays sometimes attached

Cole CD, Lin JK, Apfelbaum, R (2005): Historical perspectives on the diagnosis and
treatment of trigeminal neuralgia. Neursurg. Focus 18(5): E4. An account of the initial
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descriptions of tic douloureux, Forthergill’s disease and trigeminal neuralgia along with various therapies
and their refinements

Compston A (2005): From the Archives (Schäfer (1888): Experiments on special sense
localisations in the cortex cerebri of the monkey; Jackson (1878): ‘On affections of
speech from disease of the brain’; Critchley (1938): ‘Aphasia’). Brain 128: 957-9; 12334.. Reviews of the context and consequences of three significant papers published in Brain in the later
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries

Compston A (2005): Jean-Martin Charcot on ‘sclérose en plaques’ (Multiple Sclerosis).
Adv.Clin.Neurosci.& Rehab. 5(4): 28-29 . A brief assessment of Charcot’s analysis of the
pathology and clinical features of MS

De Jong BM (2005): Localisation of Brain Function, 125 years after the thesis of Aletta
Jacobs, the first Dutch female physician. Ned. Tijdsch Geneeskd 149: 482-6. In 1879 the
first Dutch female physician, Aletta Jacobs, defended a thesis on brain localisation. This article discusses
this work and compares it with modern ideas, especially those relating to localisation in the visual areas of
the brain

Dierig S (2006): Science and craftsmanship: The art of experiment and instrument
making, C.R.Biol. 329: 348-53. Taking du Bois Reymond’s monograph, Untersuchungen über
thierische Electricität, as an example this paper argues that experimentation is not only an epistemic but
also an aesthetic enterprise

Eadie MJ (2005): Victor Horsley’s contribution to Jacksonian epileptology. Epilepsia
46: 1836-48. An account of Horsley’s major contribution to John Hughlings Jackson’s understanding of
the mechanisms involved in the generalisation of convulsive epileptic seizures

Finger S, Koehler PJ, Jagella C. (2004): The Monakow concept of diaschisis: origins and
perspectives. Arch.Neurol. 61: 283-. The origins of the concept of diaschisis and the goals of von
Monakow in attempting to account for remote lesion effects and recovery of function in terms of the newly
formulated ‘neuron doctrine’ are discussed.

Finkelstein G (2006): Emil du Bois Reymond vs Ludimar Hermann. C.R.Biol. 329: 34047. A reassessment of the contest between du Bois Reymond and his student Ludimar Hermann on the
nature and cause of injury currents in nerve and muscle

#Gage N, Hickok G (2005): Multiregional cell assemblies, temporal binding and the
representation of conceptual knowledge in cortex: a modern theory by a ‘classical’
neurologist, Carl Wernicke. Cortex 41: 823-32. It is argued that Carl Wernicke (1848-1904)
proposed a theory of how concepts are acquired and represented in the cortex that is strikingly similar to
modern views. His ideas are set out by way of quotes from his earlier work and by translation of relevant
sections of his Grundriss der Psychiatrie (1900).

Goetz CG (2006): Charcot in Contemporary Literature. J.Hist.Neurosci 15: 22-30. A
discussion of three late twentieth century literary works (two French novels and one American play) which
take Jean-Martin Charcot (1825-93) as their central figure

Gijn J. van ( 2004): Hermann Oppenheim (1858-1919). J Neurol 251: 1028-9. One of a
series of short accounts of the pioneers of neurology being published in this Journal
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Goetz CG (2005): Jean Martin Charcot (1825-93). J.Neurol., 252: 374-5. A short essay on
the life and work of one of the greatest figures in neurology

Grzybowski A (2005): The history of neuro-ophthalmology in Edinburgh. Klin Oczna
107 (1-3): part 1, 167-9; part 2, 170-2.. Reviews the work of Sir Charles Bell (1774-1842), Argyll
Robertson (1837-1909) and Harry Moss Traquair (1875-1954) in the development of neuro-ophthalmology
(Polish)

#Hakosalo H (2006): The Brain under the knife: serial sectioning and the development of
late 19th century neuroanatomy. Stud.Hist.Phil.Biol.& Med.Sci. 37: 172-202. This paper

argues that the introduction of the microtome in the late 19th century revolutionised brain anatomy and reorientated theory away from the localisationist toward the holistic. The argument is exemplified by a
comparison of German neuroanatomy in 1860/70 (Theodor Meynert) and at the turn of the century (von
Monakow)

Jacyna, S (2004): Bastian’s four centres Cortex 40: 7-8. An account of Henry Charlton Bastian
(1837-1914) and his ‘four language centre’ diagram of the cerebral bases of language to aid understanding
the disruptions observed in the aphasias

Jacyna, S (2004): Lichtheim’s House. Cortex, 40: 413-4. The origin of the well-known figure,
named Lichtheim’s House, conceived by Ludwig Lichtheim (1845-1928), one of the founders of the
Deutsche Zeitshcrift für Nevenheilkunde, to describe the cerebral bases of language and the disruptions
which may occur in the aphasias
Jellinek EH (2004): Charlton Bastian (1837-1915). J Neurol. 251: 1542-3. Short account of
one of neurology’s pioneers

Jellinek EH (2005): Sir James Crichton-Browne (1840-1938): pioneer neurologist and
scientific drop-out. J.Roy.Soc.Med. 98: 428-30. Sir James Crichton-Browne has been the subject
of a full biography by Neve and Turner (Med.Hist., 39: 399-432) but this paper focuses on the ten years
(1866-1876) he spent as Director of The West Riding Lunatic Asylum when he was not only responsible for
its re-organisation and updating but also published six annual volumes of Medical Reports and, in 1878, cofounded the journal Brain

Kumbier E and Haack K (2005): The case of Cassian H in 1893 and his importance to the
history of the extrapyramidal movement disorders. J.Neurol. Neursurg. Psychiatry
76:1564. A short account of Gabriel Anton’s contribution to our understanding of basal ganglia disorders
Lagerkvist B (2006): La Salpêtrière – the cradle of modern neurology. Lakartidningen
103: 863-6. Article in Swedish, no abstract available
Langerkrantz H (2006): Nobel Prizes in pediatrics: Santiago Ramon y Cajal (1852-1934)
and the founding of neuroembryology. Acta Paediatr 95: 130-1. A short but nicely illustrated
essay on Cajal’s contribution to neuroembryology to mark the centenary of the 1906 Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine

Laporte Y (2006): Charles-Eduard Brown-Séquard. An eventful life and a significant
contribution to the study of the nervous system. C.R.Biol. 329: 363-68. An account of the
eventful and peripatetic life of Brown-Séquard (1817-1894) who eventually (in 1879) succeeded Claude
Bernard at the Collège de France together with an assessment of his contributions to neurophysiology
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Larner A (2004): Neurological contributions of Caleb Hillier Parry. Adv Clin Neurosci
& Rehab 4 : 38-9. A brief account of the neurological work of Jenner’s life-long friend, Caleb Hillier
Parry (1755-1822)

Louis ED and York GK (2006): Weir Mitchell’s observations on sensory localisation and
their influence on Jacksonian neurology. Neurology 66: 1241-4. Weir Mitchell’s
observations on sensory location were frequently cited by Jackson in articles on cortical localisation and
their correspondence provides an example of Anglo-American co-operation when neurology first emerged
as a distinct clinical discipline

Macmillan M (2004): “I could see, and yet, mon, I could na’ see”: William Macewen, the
agnosias and brain surgery. Brain and Cognition 56: 63-76. Two cases in which Macewen
used symptoms of visual agnosia to plan surgery on the angular gyrus are reviewed and the positive results
achieved analysed in the historical context of the dispute over its rôle as the visual centre

Maehle A-H (2004): ‘Receptive Substances’: John Newport Langley (1825-1925) and his
path to a Receptor theory of Drug Action. Medical History 48: 153-74. A detailed review of
the origin of the ‘drug receptor theory’ by Langley working in Michael Foster’s Cambridge physiology
laboratory on autonomic nervous system and smooth muscle

Moog FP, Karenberg A (2004): Samuel Thomas Soemmering (1755-1830). J. Neurol.
251: 1420-1. Another of the series of short biographies of neurological pioneers
Morus IR (2006): Bodily Disciplines and Disciplined Bodies: Instruments, Skills and
Victorian Electrotherapeutics. Soc.Hist.Med. 19: 241-259. A review of the practice of
electrotherapy in England during the late Victorian period arguing that controversies over how to treat the
body through electricity were also controversies about what the body was

Muller U, Fletcher PC, Steinberg H (2006): The origin of pharmacopsychology: Emil
Kraepelin’s experiments in Leipzig, Dorpat and Heidelberg (1882-1892).
Psychopharmacology (Berl.) 184: 131-8. This paper reviews Kraepelin’s psychopharmacological
research, his methodological innovations and provides English translations of some of his papers and
monographic publications.

Noakes R (2004): The “Bridge Which is Between Physical and Psychical Research:
William Fletcher Barrett, Sensitive Flames, and Spiritualism. History of Science, 42:
419-64. William Fletcher Barrett started as a lab assistant to the arch-materialist, John Tyndall, but thirty
years later, as Professor of Physics in Dublin, was a pioneering figure in the Society for Psychical
Research. This paper reviews Barrett’s career, foregrounding the investigation of ‘sensitive flames’ and
discussing the interdisciplinary politics of physics, neurophysiology and psychology in late Victorian
Britain

Okun MS, Koehler, PJ (2004): Babinski's clinical differentiation of organic paralysis
from hysterical paralysis: effect on US neurology. Arch.Neurol. 61: 778-83. Primary and
secondary sources were studies to elucidate the discoveries of Joseph Babinski and to determine his
influence on US neurology, especially via two US neurologists, Chaddock and Hoover

Pearce JMS (2004): Postive and negative cerebral symptoms: the roles of Russell
Reynolds and Hughlings Jackson. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 75: 1148. A short
discussion of the views of Reynolds’ and Jackson’s views on positive and negative neurological symptoms
and a resumé of Reynolds’ distinguished medical career
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Pearce JMS (2005): A note on scrivener’s palsy. J.Neurol.Neurosurg.Psychiatry 76: 513.
The first epidemics of ‘writer’s cramp’ were reported in the 1830s amongst clerks in the British Civil
Service and this note briefly reviews the subsequent investigations of Charles Bell (1833), Duchenne
(1883), Julius Althaus (1870) and, in particular, Samuel Solly (1864)

Pearce JMS (2005): Marshall Hall and Romberg’s sign. J.Neurol. Neurosurg. Psychiatry
76: 1241. Shows that Marshall Hall anticipated Romberg’s 1846 description of a sign indicating loss of
proprioceptive control in his 1836 Lectures on the Nervous System and its Diseases

Pearce JMS (2005): Parinaud’s syndrome. J.Neurol.Neurosurg.Psychiatry 76: 99. A brief
account of Parinaud’s life and work with a review of his eponymous syndrome, a supranuclear paralysis of
vertical gaze

Pearce JMS (2005): The Law of Specific Nerve Energies and Sensory Spots. Eur.Neur.
54: 115-7. A review of the discovery of sensory spots in the skin in the 1880s by Magnus Bkix and
Alfred Goldscheider, their investigation by Max von Frey in the 1890s, and the modern understanding

Pearce JMS (2006): Meralgia paraesthetica (Bernhardt-Roth syndrome).
J.Neurol.Neurosurg.Psychiatry 77: 84. A brief account of the discovery and description by Martin
Bernhardt (1840-1915) and Vladimir Karlovich Roth (1848-1916) of the condition characterised by
paraesthesia often accompanied by a burning pain over the anterolateral aspect of the thigh

Pearce JMS (2006): Myxodaema and Sir William Withey Gull (1816-1890).
J.Neurol.Neurosurg.Psychiatry 77: 639. Short account of the work of Gull - one of the first to
recognise that myxoedema was due to atrophy of the thyroid

Pearce JMS (2006): Nicholas Saucerotte: Acromegaly before Pierre Marie.
J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 169-75. A short review of cases of acromegaly, especially that described by
Saucerotte in 1801, before Pierre Marie published his seminal clinico-pathological studies in 1889

Pearce JMS (2006): Sturge-Weber syndrome (encephalotrigeminal or leptomeningeal
angiomatosis). J.Neurophysiol.Neurosurg. Psychiatry 77: 1291-2. An account of the
description by Sturge (1850-1919) and Weber of their eponymous syndrome and a short biography of
William Allen Sturge

Pokorny J, Trojan S (2005): Purkinje’s concept of a neuron. Cas Lek.Cesk. 144: 659-61..
A brief account of Purkinje’s work in neurohistology (in Czech; English abstract)

Ratin P, Taks IF, Haker S, Lieberman D, Everett, P (2004): The tale of Phineas Gage,
digitally remastered. J.Neurotrauma 21: 637-43. A 3-D reconstruction using computer-aided
techniques suggests a new biomechanical model of Gage’s injury

#Reynolds H. (2004): Todd, Faraday and the electrical basis of brain activity. LancetNeurology, 3: 557-63. Robert Bentley Todd (1809-60), anatomist, physiologist, and clinician was the
first to confirm electrical activity in the brain. He was influenced by Faraday, Daniell and Wheatstone and,
working at Kings College London, did much to establish the electrical activity of the brain

*Reynolds EH (2005): Robert Bentley Todd (1809-60). J.Neurol., 252: 500-1. A brief
biography of the eminent physician who did so much to establish the electrical basis of brain activity and a
look at his application of this understanding to the study of epilepsy
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Satran R (2005): Chekov and Rossolimo: careers in medicine and neurology in Russia
100 years ago. Neurology 64: 121-7. A survey of the lives, education and correspondence of Anton
Chekov (1860-1904) and G.I.Rossolimo ( 1860-1928) which provides insight into 19th Century Russian
medicine, neurology and the neurosciences during a turbulent era of major national, political and social
change

#Schmidt D, Lothar S (2005): First research on the development of amblyopia due to
early deprivation – Hans Berger’s experiments in 1900. Perception, 34: 765-767. A short
account of Berger’s experiments on the development of amblyopia using puppies and kittens which he
interpreted as showing that the normal development of visual cells depended on appropriate stimulation
early in life

Schickore J (2006): Misperception, illusion and epistemological optimism: vision studies
in early nineteenth-century Britain and Germany. Brit.J.Hist.Sci. 39: 383-405.

A comparison of the investigation of vision in Britain and Germany in the early 19th century which shows
that whilst German investigators were mostly from a medical background those in Britain were mostly
physicists interested in optics. In both cases a major motivation was provided by epistemological concerns
about the reliability of sensory knowledge.

Schoffer KL, O’Sullivan JD (2006): Charles Dickens: the man, medicine, and movement
disorders. J Clin Neurosci 13: 898-901. The novelist Charles Dickens provided several detailed
accounts of movement disorders which still provide insightful and entertaining perspectives.

Sourkes TL (2006): On the Energy Cost of Mental Effort. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 31-47. The
‘conservation of energy’ was one of the great discoveries of the nineteenth century. But was
‘phsychophysical’ energy is also conserved. This paper examines the response to this question in several
nineteenth and early twentieth century investigators
Steinberg H (2005) Paul Julius Möbius (1853-1907). J.Neurol. 252: 624-5. A short account
of the life and work of the neurologist after whom Möbius syndrome (paralysis of the muscles innervated
by the abducens and facial nerves) and Möbius’s disease (an ophthalmoplegic migraine) are named

Stiles Anne (2006): Cerebral Automatism, the Brain, and the Soul in Bram Stoker’s
Dracula. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 131-152. It is shown how Stoker used his knowledge of late
nineteenth century knowledge in the creation of Dracula and it is suggested that the story dramatises latenineteenth century fears that humans were no more than soul-less machines

Swash M (2005): John Hughlings Jackson (1835-1911). J.Neurol. 252: 745-6. A brief
review of the life and career one of Neurology’s greatest figures

Swash M, Evans J (2006): Hughlings Jacksons’s clinical research: evidence from
contemporary documents. Neurology 67: 666-72. The discovery of several pages of Jackson’s
notes has illuminated the clinical and academic background to his neurological practice in late nineteenthcentury London.

#Talley CL (2005): The Emergence of Multiple Sclerosis, 1870-1950. Perspectives in
Biology and Medicine, 48: 383-95. Charcot identified MS in 1868 as a distinct nosological entity but
cases in the next fifty years were rarely recognised; after 1950, however, the frequency of diagnosis
increased dramatically and it is now recognised as one of the most common neurological diseases. This
paper discusses the history and reviews the reasons for the change in perspective
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Tubbs RS, Loukas M, Salter EG, Oakes WJ (2006): Wilhelm Erb and Erb’s point. Clin
Anat on line at DOI 10.1002/ca.20385. A brief history of Erb’s adult life and a review of his
original description of his supraclavicular point.

Wade NJ, Ono H, Mapp AP (2006): The lost direction of binocular vision: the neglected
signs posted by Wells, Towne and LeConte. J.Hist.Behav.Sci. XLII: 61-86. An examination
of experiments on the direction of binocular vision before and after Wheatstone (1802-1875) invented the
stereoscope (1838) arguing that the popularity of this instrument for the study of visual ‘depth’ directed
research away from the study of visual ‘direction’.

Van Whyhe J (2004): Was Phrenology a Reform Science? Towards a New
Generalisation for Phrenology. History of Science 42: 313-331 . Phrenology is conventionally
associated with social reform and social mobility but this paper argues that this characterisation is too glib
and that phrenology was, on the contrary, about authority, ‘irresistable authority’

Zago S, Randazzo C (2006): Antonion Berti and the early history of aphasia in Italy.
Neurol.Sci 27: 449-52. In 1865 Antonio Berti published interesting observations on the association of
aphasia with the frontal lobe and this paper reviews this forgotten episode in Italian neuropsychology.

Twentieth century
Allen GE (2004): A pact with the embryo: Viktor Hamburger, Holistic and Mechanistic
Philosophy in the Development of Neuroembryology, 1927-1955. J Hist Biol 37: 42175. A review of Hamburger’s work, in collaboration with Rita Levi-Montalcini and Stanley Cohen, on the
embryogenesis of neurons in limb buds and the discovery of nerve growth factor, with special reference to
the theoretical background

Angeliki DE (2005): The physiology of the vestibular nervous system: the birth of a field.
J.Neurophysiol. 93: 3032-33 An account of three papers by César Fernández and Jay M Goldberg
published in J.Neurophysiol in 1976 which established the electrophysiology of the mammalian peripheral
otolith system

Apuzzo MLJ (2005): A fantastic voyage: A personal perspective on involvement in the
development of modern stereotactic and functional neurosurgery (1974-2004).
Neurosurgery 56: 1115-1132.. The author is the founding editor of this important journal and thus
helped to shape neurosurgery over the past quarter century.
Bachelard H (2004): A Brief History of the British Neuroscience Association, 19671993. BNA Bulletin 48: 10-11 The origin and growth of the British Neuroscience Association (BNA),
formerly the Brain Research Association (BRA), from its inception in London’s Black Lion Pub until 1993

Backlund E-O (2004): Reflections: A historical vignette. Neurosurgery 54:734-741.
Autobiographical - part of the series on history of stereotaxis.

Barboi AC (2005): Gheorghe Marinescu (1863-1938). J.Neurol., 252: 114-5. The 34-yearold Marinescu was appointed to the chair of neurology in Bucharest in 1897 and his subsequent career
illustrates the formation of neurology in Europe in the first part of the 20th century
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Batuev AS, Sokolova LV (2004): From physiological theory to psychological facts
(celebrating the 100th anniversary of I.P.Pavlov’s Madrid speech). Neurosc .Behav
Physiol 34: 711-20. It is argued that Pavlov’s theory of conditioned reflexes and Ukhtomsky’s theory

of dominata are the most important concepts of the 20th century behavioural science and as such determine
the crucial problems of neurophysiological research

Baumeister AA (2006): Serendipidity and the Cerebral Localisation of Pleasure.
J.Hist.Neurosci 15: 92-8. Robert Heath had recognised the existence of cerebral pleasure centres (in
schizophreniacs) a few years before Olds and Milner found them in rats. This paper argues that incorrect
‘mental preparedness’ (Heath’s view that what he observed was ‘arousal’) can be an obstacle to progress

Beake T, Luzzati C, Vallar G (2004): Hermann Zingerle’s ‘Impaired perception of the
own body due to organic brain disorders’. 1913. An introductory comment and an
abridged translation. Cortex, 40: 265-74. An abridgement of Zingerle’s overlooked paper and a
discussion of his conclusions in the light of modern understanding of spatial neglect

Bentivoglio M, Vercelli A, Filogamo G (2006): Giuseppe Levi: Mentor of Three Nobel
Laureates. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 358-68. Giuseppe Levi (1872-1965) mentored three students who
later became Nobel laureates – Salvador Luria, Renato Dulbecco, Rita Levi-Montalcini – and this paper
reviews his work and the influence he had on his students

Berbel P, Gonzalez-Torga A, Gonzalez M (2005): The work and life of Cajal through his
medals and plaques. http://www.ibro.info/Pub_Main_Display_Print.asp?Main_ID+405
Berlucchi G (2006): Revisiting the 1981 Nobel Prize to Roger Sperry, David Hubel, and
Torsten Wiesel on the Occasion of the Centennial of the Prize to Golgi and Cajal.
J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 369-75. A discussion of the work of the three 1981 Nobellists which brings out
some important links between the work of Sperry and that of Huenl and Wiesel

Bertrand G (2004): Stereotactic surgery at McGill: The early years. Neurosurgery
54:1244-1252. One of the series of stereotactic vignettes published in this journal
Biderman A, Herman J. (2004): Silas Weir Mitchell (1829-1914): the rewards of
versatility and its price. J.Med.Biogr., 12: 66-70. An assessment of the influential and
unorthodox US neurologist who was also the author of several best-selling novels

Bladin PF (2004): John William Springthorpe, 1855-1933, early Australian epileptologist
and keeper the flame for neurosciences. J.Clin.Neurosci., 11: 8-15. A detailed assessment of
the physician who played a seminal role in establishing clinical neuroscience, especially epileptology, in
colonial Victoria

Bladin PF (2004): Murray Alexander Falconer and the Guys-Maudsley Hospital seizure
program. J Clin Neurosci 11: 577-83. Falconer’s appointment as Director of Neurosurgery at Guys’
Hospital, London, led to the creation of an outstanding seizure-surgery program. Falconer retired in 1975
and died in 1977

#Bladin PF (2006): W. Grey Walter, pioneer in the electroencephalogram, robotics,
cybernetics, artificial intelligence. J.Clin.Neurosci 13: 170-7. An assessment of Grey
Walter’s pioneering work in the 1930s in clinical electrophysiology especially in the areas of epileptology
and tumour detection
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Bladin PF, Eadie MJ, Wehner V (2004): Leonard Bell Cox (1894-1976) – pioneer of
Australian clinical neurology. J Clin Neurosci. 11: 819-24. A biography of the neurologist who
pioneered the discipline of clinical neurology in Australia

Boller F (2006): Modern neuropsychology in France: Théophile Alajouanine (18901980). Cortex 42: 3-4. This editorial describes the life and work of the man who contributed to
several aspects of aphasia and is known to neurologists because of the condition known as Foix or
Alajouanine’s syndrome

Borck C (2006): Between local cultures and national styles: units of analysis in the
history of electroencephalography. C.R.Biol. 329: 450-9. A comparative analysis of the
evolution of EEG showing that not only national cultures but also local research traditions have to be taken
into account

Braukmann S (2005): The virtue of being too early: Paul A. Weiss and ‘axonal transport’.
Hist.Philos. Life Sci. 26: 333-53. This paper discusses how the work of Paul Weiss (1898-1989) on
axonal transport was presented to his colleagues in 1948 and why those colleagues did not at first accept it.

Bromley E (2006): Stimulating a normal adjustment: misbehaviour, amphetamines, and
the electroencephalogram at the Bradley Home for Children. J.Hist.Behav.Sci. 42: 37998. A description of the psychopharmacological and neuroanatomical research conducted in the 1920s at
the Bradley Home for Children with behaviour disorders in Providence, RI. Childrens’ diverse behaviours
came to be described in neuroanatomical terms and social categorisations fell away.

Brown RE (2006): The Life and work of Donald Olding Hebb. Acta Neurol.Taiwan 15:
127-42. A review of Hebb’s life and work and the impact of his ideas on psychology and neuroscience
Buchfelder M (2005): From trephination to tailored resection: Neurosurgery in Germany
before World War II. Neurosurgery 56: 605-613.. A summary of the work of the major German
pioneers, Wagner, von Bergmann, Krause, Foerster, and Tönnis

Burke RE (2006): John Eccles’ pioneering role in understanding central synaptic
transmission. Prog. Neurobiol. 78: 173-88. An account of the central role which Eccles played in
elucidating the mechanisms of central synaptic transmission during the three decades stretching from the
late 1930s to 1966

Buser P (2006): Slowly forgetting the Pavlovian adventure? C.R.Biol. 329: 398-405. A
careful reassessment of Pavlov’s (1849-1936) career and of the subtleties of his work which tend to be
obscured by the generalised reflexology which became Soviet orthodoxy

Chu N-S (2006): Contribution of a Snake Venom toxin to Myasthenia Gravis: The
Discovery of α-bungarotoxin in Taiwan. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 138-48. An account of the
discovery in 1963, dissemination and use of α-bungarotoxin in Myasthenia gravis research

Chu NS (2006): Centennial of the Nobel Prize for Golgi and Cajal – founding of modern
neuroscience and the irony of discovery. Acta Neurol Taiwan 15: 217-22.
Article in Chinese
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Cohen-Gadol AA, Nahed BV, Voorhees JR, Maher CO, Spencer DD (2005): Cushing’s
experience with the surgical treatment of spinal dysraphism. J. Neurosurg (Pediatrics),
102: 441-4. A discussion of the evolution of Cushing’s technique in the treatment of myelomeningoceles
through two illustrative patient records

#Cohen-Gadol AA, Homan JM, Laws ER, et al (2005): The Mayo brothers and Harvey
Cushing: a review of their 39-year friendship through their personal letters. J.
Neurosurg.102:391-396.. This was a very important relationship in the development of neurosurgery,
especially as a recognized specialty.

Cohen-Gadol AA, Laws ER, Spencer DD, DeSalles AA (2005): The evolution of Harvey
Cushing’s surgical approach to pituitary tumors from transsphenoidal to transfrontal.
J.Neurosurg 103: 372-7. A review of Cushing’s early patient records leading to an account of the
later development of transsphenoidal surgery by Norma Dott, Gerard Guiot and others

Cohen-Gadol AA, Liu, Laws ER Jr (2005): Cushing’s first case of transsphenoidal
surgery: the launch of the pituitary surgery era. J.Neurosurg. 103: 570-4. A review of the
clinical details of Cushing’s first case of transsphenoidal pituitary surgery in 1909

Cohen-Gadol AA, Spencer DD (2004): Harvey W. Cushing and cerebrovascular surgery.
Part I, aneurysms. Part II, vascular malformations. J. Neurosurg. 101:547-559. Cushing
encountered these lesions and dealt with them in the course of his practice, but he retired before the
widespread use of cerebral angiography, which was first used in a human by Moniz in 1927

Cohen-Gadol AA, Spencer DD, Krauss WE (2005): The development of techniques for
resection of spinal cord tumors by Harvey W Cushing. J.Neurosurg Spine 2: 92-7. A
review of selected operative notes and sketches to demonstrate Cushing’s technique in the excision of
spinal cord tumors

Colrain IM (2005): The K-complex: a 7-decade history. Sleep, 28: 255-73. The K-complex
was first described by Loomis in 1938 and this paper reviews the subsequent EEG literature and what is
understood of the underlying neurophysiology

Compston A (2006): From the Archives. Brain 129: 1078-80. A well illustrated review of
O’Connell’s paper ‘Some observations of the cerebral veins’: Brain 57: 484-503 (1934)

Compston A (2006): From the Archives. Brain 129: 3-5. An assessment of the significance of
Gordon Holmes’ study of familial degeneration of the cerebellum (Brain 30: 466-89 (1907)) and Ferguson
and Critchley’s similar study (Brain 52: 203-225 (1929)) both of which form background to our
contemporary genetic analyses of this condition

Compston, A (2005): From the Archives (L’Hermitte (1983): ‘Utilisation behaviour’;
Kugelberg (1952): ‘Facial reflexes’; Penfield and Perot (1963): ‘The brain’s record of
auditory and visual experience’; Sunderland (1945): ‘The intraneural topography of the
radial, median and ulnar nerves’). Brain 128: 3-4; 235-6; 449-50; 695-6. Reviews of four
significant papers published in Brain and of their context and consequences

#Cooper SJ (2005): Donald O Hebb’s synapse and learning rule: a history and
commentary. Neuroscience Biobehav. Rev. 28: 851-74. Donald Hebb’s life and the scientific
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milieu in psychology and neurophysiology which preceded and informed his work are reviewed and the
impact of his work on later theories of learning, memory and synaptic plasticity assessed

#Couldwell WT, Feindel W, Rovit RL (2004): William Osler at McGill University: the
Baby Professor and his early contributions to neurosurgery. J. Neurosurg. 101:705-713.
A well done paper that contains early case reports and cogent commentary. Osler’s later friendship with the
young Harvey Cushing at Johns Hopkins was important for modern neurosurgery’s successful
development.

Debru C (2004): Michel Jouvet: the enigma of scientific creativity. Arch Ital Biol 14:
353-7. Not seen
Demetriades AK (2004): Victor Horsley’s contribution to the Foster Kennedy Syndrome.
British J.Neurosurgery 18:371-374.. Horsley knew about the Syndrome and its importance before
Foster Kennedy, but he exhibited his customary and unusual altruism in encouraging Kennedy’s
publication.

Dewsbury DA (2006): The Lashley Award. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 111-28. The Karl Spencer
Lashley Award has been won by some 50 leading neuroscientists and this paper reviews the inauguration of
the award in 1953 , how it has evolved over the subsequent years, and the work and characteristics of its
recipients
Doglietto F, Prevedello DM, Jane JA, Han J, Laws ER Jr (2005); Brief history of
endoscopic transspenoidal surgery – from Philipp Bozzini to the First World Congress of
Endoscopic Skull Base surgery. Neurosurg. Focus, 19: E3. A review of the history of the
endoscope, especially its application to endonasal surgery, from its first description by Bozzini to the First
World Congress of Endoscopic Skull Base surgery in 2005

Dolphin AC (2006): A short history of voltage-gated channels. Brit.J.Pharmacol. 147:
556-62. A review of the evolution of our understanding of Ca2+-channels from their initial identification
by Fatt and Katz in 1953 to our present recognition of their intricate molecular biology

Duff D, Evans J ( 2004): Remembering Jessie Ferne (1910-2004). Axone 26, 16-7. A
biography and record of the times and achievements of the founder of the Canadian Association of
Neuroscience Nurses

Dupont JC (2006): Some historical difficulties of the cholinergic transmission. C.R.Biol.
329: 426-36. An analysis of the controversy between the exponents of chemical transmission and

electrical transmission at the synapse from the early 20th century to the final conversion of Eccles in the
1950s

Eadie MJ (2006): The epileptology of William Aldren Turner. J.Clin Neurosci 13: 9-13.
Physician at the National and Kings College Hospitals and a major figure in epileptology during the
interregnum between Hughlings Jackson and 1930s EEG.

Fairén A (2005): Pioneering a golden age of cerebral microcircuits: The births of the
combined Golgi-electronmicroscope methods. Neuroscience 136: 607-614. A
commemoration of the 1960s work of Theodor W.Blackstad in devising methods for combining Golgi
staining and electronmicroscopy in the investigation of cerebral microcircuitry
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Farina B, Cecarelli M, DiGiannantonio M (2004): Henri Ey’s neojacksonism and the
psychopathology of disintegrated mind. Psychopatholog 38: 285-90. The French
psychiatrist Henri Ey developed an organo-dynamic theory of mind in the 1950s synthesising ideas from
Hughlings Jackson, Janet and Bergson and his work anticipates some current theories of consciousness

# Fodstad H, Kelly PJ, Buchfelder M (2006): History of the Cushing reflex.
Neurosurgery 59: 1132-7. The reflex takes its name from the work of Harvey Cushing in 1901 and
1902 but this well-illustrated account shows that similar work had been carried out decades earlier by a
number of other investigators.

Gijn J van (2006): From the Archives. Brain 129: 557-560. An assessment of the work of
Lawrence and Kuypers in analysing the motor system of Primates, especially their subcortical systems,
reported in Brain 91: 1-14 (1968) and Brain 91: 15-36 (1968)
Gijn J. van ( 2004): Hermann Oppenheim (1858-1919). J Neurol 251: 1028-9. One of a
series of short accounts of the pioneers of neurology being published in this Journal

Gildenberg PL (2004): The birth of stereotactic surgery: a personal retrospective.
Neurosurgery 54:198-208. Gildenberg learned from some of the original masters, and he became one
himself.
Glickstein M (2006): Golgi and Cajal: The neuron doctrine and the 100th anniversary of
the 1906 Nobel Prize. Curr Biol 16: R147-51. A well-illustrated account of the origin and
aftermath of the work for which the 1906 Prize for Physiology or Medicine was awarded

Grafstein B (2006): Roger Sperry: pioneer of neuronal specificity. J.Neurophysiol. 96:
2827-9
A review of two classic papers (‘Optic nerve regeneration with return of vision in anurans’, J.Neurophsiol.
7: 57-69 (1944) and ‘Restoration of vision after crossing of optic nerves and after collateral transplantation
of eye’, J.Neurophysiol., 8: 15-28 (1945)) and an account of their historical significance

# Grant G (2006): The 1932 and 1944 Noble Prizes in Physiology or Medicine: Rewards
for Ground-Breaking Studies in Neurophysiology. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 341-57. An
account of the work for which Sherrington and Adrian were awarded the 1932 Nobel Prize and for which
Erlanger and Gasser were awarded the prize in 1944: together the four Laureates paved the way to modern
neurophysiology.

Greenberg SA (2004): Henry Head (1861-1940). J Neurol 251: 1158-9. Another of the
series on pioneering neurologists

#Greenspan RJ, Baars BJ (2005): Consciousness eclipsed: Jacques Loeb, Ivan Pavlov,
and the rise of reductionist biology after 1900. Consciousness and Cognition, 14, 219-30.
Jacques Loeb (1859-1920) and Ivan Pavlov (1849-1936) figured largely in the origin of the reductionist
program in biology and psychology at the beginning of the 20th century and this paper reviews their
influence on J.B.Watson, B.F.Skinner, Karl Lashley and many others whose work proved such an
impediment to the study of consciousness until the end of that century

Griffiths, PE (2004): Instinct in the '50s: the British reception of Konrad Lorenz's theory
of instinctive behavior. Biology and Philosophy, 36: 609-31. In the mid-1950s both Haldane
and Lehrman subjected the central concepts of Lorenz’s pre-war ethology to radical criticism and this paper
shows how ethology in the anglophone world consequently departed from its founders concepts
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Groeben C, Sio F de (2006): Nobel Laureates at the Stazione Zoologica Anton Dohrn:
Phenomenology and Paths to Discovery in Neuroscience. J.Hist.Neurosci. 15: 376-95.
The ‘Naples experience’ has been cited by many eminent scientists as a key moment in their scientific lives
and this paper tests this belief against the experience of three Noble Laureates: T.H.Morgan, Otto Warburg
and J.D.Watson.

Gross CG (2005): Processing the facial image: a brief history. Am.Psychol. 60: 755-63.
The origins of contemporary understanding of the neural basis of face perception from its roots in monkey
neuropsychology and neurophysiology to single neuron recordings in the inferior temporal cortex

Grüsser O-J, Kapp, H, Grüsser-Cornehls U (2005): Microelectrode Investigations of the
Visual Sytem at the Department of Clinical Neurophysiology, Freiburg I.Br.: A Historical
Account of the first 10 Years, 1951-1960. J.Hist.Neurosci. 14: 257-80. The history of the
first ten years in Freiburg is described by some of the participants with special attention payed to the role of
Richard Jung and J.F.Tönnies

*Guillery RW (2005): Observations of synaptic structures: origins of the neuron doctrine
and its current status. Phil.Trans.Roy.Soc.B 360: 1281-1307. A magisterial and well illustrated
account of the ‘neuron doctrine’ from its origins in the 1890s to the present day

Hardy J (2004): Historical background of stereotactic surgery: Reflections on stereotactic
surgery and the introduction of microelectrode recording in Montreal. Neurosurgery
54:1508-1511. One of the series of stereotactic vignettes published in this journal
Harris-Warrick R (2005): Synaptic chemistry in single neurons: GABA is identified as an
inhibitory transmitter. J.Neurophysiol. 93: 3029-303. A review of two papers in the
J.Neurophysiol. (Krawitz, Kuffler, Potter (1963); Otsaka, Krawitz, Potter (1967)) which identified the first
inhibitory transmitters in the central nervous system

Hawkins SA (2006): The history of neurology in Belfast: the first hundred years. Ulster
Med. J 75: 11-22. The first hundred years stretched from 1888 to the late 1980s and the history consists
of people and places: the people were most importantly John McGee McCormac, Sydney Allison, Harold
Millar and Louis Hurwitz, and the places were the hospitals where they worked and how they developed.

Hayward R. (2004): Demonology, Neurology and Medicine in Edwardian Britain.
Bull.Hist.Med.: 78, 37-58. An exploration of the points of contact between the medical and
demonological communities in Edwardian Britain in order to demonstrate the contested nature of
biomedical innovation

Holdorf B (2004): Founding Years of Clinical Neurology in Berlin until 1933.
J.Hist.Neurosci 13: 223-238. A detailed account of the origins of clinical neurology in Berlin from
the late nineteenth century until the dispersal of Jewish physicians in the early 1930s
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